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TMMANUEL SHINSAKU KODERA

A PERSONAL NARRATIVE.

At Berlin, May 28, 1883, a young Japanese was

received into the Church of Christ by Baptism. Than
such a result, nothing could have been more unlooked for

by his friends in Japan, from whom he parted in December,

1881
;
nothing more unlikely thought of by himself. His

history is so remarkable, and, as told in his own words, the

narrative of his conversion so simple and touching, that we
propose merely to introduce his story by an extract from

the notice in a German religious paper, on the occasion of

his Baptism, from the pen of Professor Cessel, D.D.,

Pastor of Christ Church, Berlin.

For some time past, two Japanese have attended my
Sunday School, and also the Church service which
follows ; and these young men have endeared themselves

to me. One of them (Wadagaki) was already in Christ,

and came to me with introductions from England. The
other was a heathen, but soon became intensely interested

in Christianity, and friendship with other Christian young
men encouraged him to be an enquirer. I invited both
these Japanese to my house to read the scriptures

; and
this resolved itself into regular daily instruction in the

Bible.

Shinsaku Kodera soon expressed his earnest wish to

declare himself a Christian, and followed it up with such
diligence and seriousness, and such fervour for the truth

as it is in Jesus, together with such spiritual apprehension
of it, that it was a great joy to me to become his teacher

and guide ; to help him out with the difficulties of the

subject and the strangeness of the language (German).
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It was delightful to watch his "honest and good heart"

opening out to the reception of the full light of the Gospel

in all its power.

I experienced what the work of the early apostles had

been among the Gentile nations, who were ignorant of the

prophecies and the history of the Old Testament.

Shinsaku soon learned, however, to value the teaching of

the Patriarchs and Prophets equally with that of the

Apostles, and he wrote to me with enthusiasm, saying:
" I perceive that God is Truth, and that apart from Jesus

Christ, His Son, man can have no real life."

Certainly he was greatly helped to this belief by his

intelligent mind, and his excellent Japanese education.

He had carried on his studies at the University of Tokio
;

and in July 1880, was honoured with the degree of
" Bun Gakushi," i.e., Doctor or Licentiate. He followed

the profession of a Teacher before he came to Europe. His

age is 26, and he hopes on his return to Japan to engage

in teaching the truth of Christ to his countrymen. At his

baptism, which took place at the same time with that of a
believing Israelite, and was largely attended, he chose for

himself the Chiistian name of Immanuel. Ml were

struck with the pious energy of the Japanese, who was
able to answer to all the Articles of Faith in which he was
examined ; and to follow the Psalms and repeat the

passages of Scripture, all in German. His compatriot and
fellow Chi-istian, Mr. Wadagaki (who had been baptised at

Cambridge, December 7, 1882, having been brought to

faith in Christ during Mr. Moody's mission there) stood by
him, together with two teachers of our Sunday School as

sponsors, and the whole was a sight not to be forgotten.

The following is Kodera's own account of his early life,

and the steps by which he was led to become a Christian,

as given at a Missionary Meeting held in December, 1883,

at Weston-super-Mare :

—

Dear friends in Christ ! I am exceedingly glad and ft el

myself very much blessed to be invited here this evening in

order to tell you something about myself and my native

country, though in a language with which I am little

acauainted.
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Scarcely ten weeks have passed since I came to this

country that I might be able to see real Christian life,

and obtain a certain amount of Christian knowledge
necessary for the propagation of the Holy Truth among
my fellow countrymen. And this is indeed the first time
in my life that I stand up before such a large English
audience as this, and try to attract their attention. I
know perfectly well that this is a bold affair for me, but
will you, dear friends, patiently lend me your ears only
for a while ?

The land from which I am come, is, allow me to say, a
very beautiful land. It resembles the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland in position, area, climate, and
number of population. Only its hills are more abrupt,
more thickly wooded, and its mountains are taller and
grander. Some of their peaks are capped with everlasting
snow. Its fields are more green and more picturesque.
Its sky is bluer and clearer

;
appearing therefore higher and

wider than it does here. There are less fogs there than
here, but more and brighter sunshine. The flowers and
plants that do not thrive here except in conservatories,

grow there wild and in the open air. Rapid rivers, stony
streams, glassy lakes, crystal cascades, wonderful water-
falls meet most frequently the eyes of the travellers who
wander about in bright summer days among the cool dales
of the interior. So I might say that Japan is something
like half a dozen Switzerlands girdled together by the
mighty waters of the Pacific.

Such is the natural beauty of the Islands which com-
pose my native country. Such is the great gift of God to

the people who are my native brethren. But there is one
sad thing, an awfully sad thing! They who are enjoying
this great Divine bounty, do not recognise its Giver. They
worship the works of their own hands

;
they idolize the

products of their own brain ; but the true Gor> they know
not, and therefore they are all, 35,000,000 in number,
doomed to perish for ever and not to enjoy the eternal
bliss. Perhaps in the very moment I am thus speaking,
some of them are passing from their apparently bright

ephemeral world to the valley of an endless darkness, from
whence they can never return

!
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Dear friends! is not this a dreadful thought ? and yet

this is a solemn reality that none can deny. I am most
sure that those who are true Christians cannot hut look

upon this as a heart-rending thing. I am most sure that

they will regard it with sorrow and sympathy unknown
to non-Christian people.

It was just on Christmas Eve, 1881, that I left, on
hoard a French steamer, the lovely shore of my native

land, with my heaving bosom full of joy and hope, to see

in reality things ahoutwhich I had read before only in books.

But, dear friends, never was I at that time even dreaming
of the joy and hope which I am now entertaining in my
heart. Why, I was not as yet a Christian ; I was utterly

ignorant of the blessing of God and the truth of the

Gospel; and, therefore, that joy and hope which filled me
then was not the true joy and the true hoj>e which
Christians alone have the privilege to experience.

That the chief end of man should be the glorification

of God, according to the truth given by Christ, was to me
as yet an entirely unknown thought. God and Christ I

denied equally
;

for, born a poor heathen, I became a vain

infidel. Let me now just trace back my past history a little

further.

The first mental education that I received was in the

Chinese classics and Confucian doctrine. Then after-

wards I entered the department of literature in the

Tokio University, the only University in Japan. Here it

happened to me for the first time to hear some occasional

remarks made by the English and American Professors

upon the true Christianity. I pay the true Christianity to

distinguish it from the false, of which the Japanese had
enough about 300 years ago. But I paid little attention

to them, nor did this last long ; for certain infidel and de-

structive opinions were very soon introduced with great

triumph into the University.

The Darwinian theory of descent, and the Spencerian
principles of evolution, perhaps in their most extra-

ordinary and misunderstood forms, were preached by some
non-Christian professors. They found at once many devout
followers among the students ; and, indeed, I confess now,
I was one of these devout followers, and used to laugh
at anything that bore the name of God and Christ.
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Moreover, the moral conduct of certain Christians, per-

haps Christians only in name, was examined, criticised,

and brought forward as an argument against Christianity.

The Cbristian-hearted Professors gradually disappeared,

and the whole University was filled with the voice of infidel

teachings.

Materialism and scepticism now began to occupy the

brain or every knowledge-seeker inside as well as outside

the University
;
they had lost already their native moral

principles and old prejudices, by their study of

general western literature, and yet not gone so far as to

give up themselves to these doctrines. But they did now.

Here, I confess again, I was most fascinated with these

dreadful "isms;" and used to say with some others,

" There is nothing in the world which is worth worshipping ;

hut if one wants to have an idol, let it be none oilier than

his own reason, enthroned in the highest shrine of philosophy.'"

J cared nothing for the Christian Missionaries, who were

working only among the limited number of the lower

uneducated population. I believed then, as many
Japanese still do now, that these Missionaries were merely

some ignorant and bigoted persons, who foolishly wished to

inspire the less advanced people with their old-fashioned

superstitions, which now-a-days, in their own countries, no
intelligent men care for. Thus passed away my college

days in a proud mockery of anything divine. Still my
brain was. not entirely without anxiety. Sometimes the

dark thought occurred to me, that if things went on in

this way the future of Japan would be hopeless, for I saw
enough on the pages of history, that the decided atheism

among the intellectual class, and the ignorant superstitions

among the common people, could give to a nation nothing

but a fatal result, and Japan was, and now is, in this con-

dition. I talked often with some friends of mine over the

remedy for that ; but I could never find it in our favourite

"isms," and I felt sadness at last in my heart. Heart

and brain, conscience and reason, stood face to face, the

struggle began, and I was almost in despair.

Now, dear friends, before I go any further, let me first

thank God, who left me not in this terrible state of in-

ternal conflict, but gave me a fair opportunity of improv-

ing my soul, and at last seeing His true light.
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An old Buddhist priest of considerable note and distinc-

tion was to visit Europe in order to see its religious state,

and his friend recommended me to him as his companion on

the journey. Thus it was exactly this time two years ago

that I was on hoard a French steamer, speaking and dis-

cussing with this old Buddhist about some moral and
religious questions of the day. But no thought as yet

occurred to me about the blessing of God, whose truth

was manifested most clearly by His own Son Jesus

Christ,

Through France I came to Germany ; I admired her

substantial prosperity, I saw everything that I could see

with the greatest possible attention.

And now the problem which had been long puzzling my
brain began to trust its solution entirely to my heart.

You understand, dear friends, what I mean by that.

Christ was leading me to the true light of the Father.

I gradually felt within me the need of the Saviour. I

could no longer rely upon my own reason, which seemed
to me a helpless thing. Just at this time, a native

friend of mine, who had been baptized at Cambridge, came
over to Berlin, where I was then staying. He persuaded
me to take a decided step towards the Lord, and to lay

myself at His feet. But still I was not quite free from
scepticism and other weakness natural to a man made of

flesh and bone, so that I continued to discuss the sub-

ject with him day and night rather tenaciously. Then
he took me at last to Dr. Cassel, one of the most famous
German preachers of the day, to whom he had an intro-

duction through a kind English lady.

Dr. Cassel spared no labour in explaining to me the

truth of the Gospel, and at length the shadow of that

Cross that stood at Calvary nearly nineteen centuries ago
became visible to my heart's eyes, and indeed quite clearly.

The result Avas a profound conviction that I should

become a Christian; that my native country would be
saved only by Christianity.

Now, I could take no other step than to be baptized,

and fully embrace the only truth that God and Christ has
given to mankind, whatever worldly disadvantage or mis-

fortune might be brought upon me on account of thus

publicly throwing off the religion of my Sovereign and of
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my ancestors ; in which, however, I had had no faith for a

long time. So, in the good Providence of God, I was bap-
tized by Dr. Cassel in Christ Church, Berlin, on the 28th
May last year. This is a short account of my personal

experience. In a worldly point of view, perhaps, I have
lost one of my sweetest hopes, but spiritually I have
gained an immeasurable gift, which is far sweeter than the

lost hope.

I have now a peace in my heart that I had not before,

peace that cannot be gained hy any worldly means what-
ever.*

Now let me tell you a little about the religion to which
I formerly belonged, and to which my family still belongs.

There are two religions in Japan—Shintoism and
Buddhism. Most persons belong to both at one and the

same time. This may seem strange to outsiders, but not

to us, Shintoism is the worship of ancestors.

The Sun is the great goddess of Japan. Buddhism has
many idols ; Shintoism has none. Its temples of wood
are very plain, and marked by entire simplicity. In each

temple is a mirror, as an emblem of the divine soul ; and
pieces of white paper are hung about, to represent

holiness and purity. Some Shinto temples are lacquered

and ornamented, but these are mostly of the period when
Buddhism chiefly prevailed. The oldest temple dedicated

to the Goddess of the Sun is 2,000 years old. It is con-

sidered the holiest spot in Japan. All temples are classi-

fied according to the ancestors they represent. These
temples are controlled by the priests, the offerings consist

of fish, fruit, and rice. The priest must wash his hands
before he goes into the temple in a basin of water kept

outside. The worshippers clap their hands twice, and bow
their heads and knees. In every prayer there is one
particular phrase used :

" Oh, God, cleanse our uncleanness

and purify our impure hearts," There are priestesses who
dance before the shrine, dressed in white. Some of the

priests wear robes of purple, some red, some black, some
white. They must bathe before they go to worship.

Each locality has its own temple, and the people are

* The remarks which follow are compiled from brief notes

taken at the time by a friend who is present.
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called the children of the temple. When anybody dies

the priest comes and prays for them. The coffin is covered

with white, and before it are carried branches of trees with

white paper hanging down. These are placed over the

grave, and after the mourners have bowed down they dis-

perse. When death occurs in a house everything must be

covered up with white paper, and those who come into it

must be cleansed with salt. The Japanese are bound to

study their ancient histories in order to have before them
the best examples of lives to copy. If Christianity finds

opposition, it comes from Shmtoism and not Buddhism,
which adopts the religion of the one who conquers them.

If Christians will earnestly do what God commands
them, and lead my people to Christ, and show them His
example, God will soon disperse their darkness and open
their eyes, and remove the clouds of doubt. God will

not forsake Japan. He will bless it, and cause the thirty-

five millions of souls to be converted to Him, so that

they shall not remain in darkness, but have the Light of

Life. My prayer night and day is that God may greatly

bless my native land.



SHINTOISM.

A PAPER EEAD BEFORE THE CAMBBIDGE UNI*
VEESITY CHURCH MISSIONARY UNION",

February 11th, 1884.

The land from which I am come is often confused by
some Europeans with China and India. During my
sojourn in Berlin I had several personal experiences with
respect to the ideas which western people entertain of my
native country. I was frequently embarrassed with some
questions which I could only take at first for jokes.

However, soon finding that they were not intended for
such, I had to tell the enquirers more of the Mandarins
and Brahmans than of our Daimios and two-sworded
men'—though these exist no longer as such—for their

enquiries more generally concerned certain particular

usages that are to be met with in China and India rather
than in Japan.

I wish earnestly that the history of my native land,

with her singular manners and peculiar customs, might
be more exactly known among the enlightened nations of

Europe, because the Japanese civilization, if I may call it

so, though I am sorry to say it is now almost vanishing, is

a very different thing from, and therefore cannot be con-
founded with, that of China and India. Of course Japan,
as one of the Asiatic nations, has many things common to

China and India
;
but, at the same time, as an independent

and insular country, it is more entirely separate from the
continent of Asia than England is from that of Europe, it

has many things which are not common to any other
oriental nation. We have, indeed, borrowed from China
and India a great deal in art, literature, and religion ; but
we have remodelled and, so to speak, " Japanized " all

these things, so that they have almost lost their original

peculiarities and become our own. The religion, for

example, to which belong 99 per cent, of the 35 millions
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of Japan, is a religion of Indian origin, propagated
throughout China and Corea, and thence introduced to

Japan, I mean Buddhism; but it has been since much
modified and changed, presenting now forms very differ-

ent from those which it originally bore in the countries

whence it came ; nor has it ever been able to eradicate

completely from the hearts of the people their primitive

faith, based upon so-called " Shintoism," which imme-
diately after the late Revolution was declared by the
Government of the restored Mikado to be the State

religion of Japan. It is of this Shintoism that I wish to

give this evening a cursory account, for, however weak
and defective as a religion, it forms the very foundation
of all our social institutions. On the one hand, the long,

unbroken dynasty of the Japanese Emperors has been
standing, and still stands upon it, theoretically at least,

while, on the other hand, it underlies the manners and
customs of the whole people. I am afraid, therefore, that

if Christianity is to meet any obstinate antagonism in

Japan, it will come from Shintoism, the religion of the

Mikado, with whose dynasty it is coeval and coexistent.

Buddhism itself, as a religion introduced from a foreign

country, could never have become, as it did for so many
years, the religion of the majority, if it had insisted on
keeping the form in which it came to us from China and
India, and made no concessions to Shintoism ; in other

words, if it had not managed to incorporate itself with
this native religion of the country. Such being the case,

it seems to me to be a wise thing for those who take an
interest in the Christianizing of the Mikado's land, to pay
some attention, first of all, to that form of worship which
is so peculiar to Japan, and has existed there for so many
ages. With this object I have written the following

paper, which I now venture for the first time to read in a

language and before hearers other than those of my
native land.

Shintoism is not, like Buddhism or Mohammedanism, a

religion invented by a man gifted with a commanding
intellect, and then propagated and spread among others

voluntarily or by compulsion ; but is simply a remnant of

the primitive worship long prevalent among the rude
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tribes of the islands of Japan, and subsequently developed
and shaped according to the degree of civilization to which
they attained. It contains no subtle ideas of morality or

elaborate systems of philosophy, like those bequeathed to

mankind by the ancient sages of Greece and China. It is

simply a mixture of that Nature worship which is so

common among uncivilized races and the worship of

ancestors, especially of some chiefs or heroes such as is

not seldom found among the less advanced nations, its

very foundation consisting of the old legends and
fabulous traditions that form the first or mythological

period of Japanese history. This mythology was in

ancient times kept in the memory of certain persons, and
handed down from mouth to mouth till the introduction

of the Chinese written characters, which took place about
the middle of the third century Anno Domini, enabled
it to be committed to writing. Partly from those

writings, which are now no longer preserved, and partly

from the legends which were still lingering in the memory
of men, was compiled in the year 712 a.d. a book called.

" Kojiki," which means " Ancient Record." This is the

oldest written history now existing in Japan, and is the

Bible of the Shinto priests, especially the purely mytho-
logical part of it. According to this record, heaven and
earth were evolved spontaneously out of a chaos ; then
came into existence the Lord of heaven, the first god of

the new creation. To him followed, one after another,

two single and four dual deities. In the last of these

couples there was the manifestation of sexes. Their
eldest child was a daughter, whose beauty shone so

resplendently that both heaven and earth were filled with
light. She thus became the goddess of the Sun, whose
direct descendant every Japanese sovereign claims to be.

According to Shintoism, the headship of all the gods is

assigned to the goddess of the Sun, the greatest visible

sign of the powers of Nature, who is at the same time the
first ruler of Japan and the primal ancestor of the

Japanese Emperors. On this account a Japanese
Emperor is not a mere servant of God, chosen to rule a
nation, but, as the direct descendant of the supreme G-od,

is himself a god, and, indeed, is above all men and
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gods put together, except his own ancestral gods, because

the other gods are either the followers or the creatures

of his divine ancestors. He is the sole represen-

tative on the earth of the highest divinity that

rules in heaven. He can himself create gods. Thus the

deities of Shintoism are not only the ancient Kings and
those divine personages who lived in the mythological age,

hut many of them are the poets, scholars, warriors,

statemen and patriots, who were deified by imperial

decrees, and this process of deity-making and also of pro-

moting to a higher grade those who have already been long

worshipped as gods, is still kept up. If you read some
Japanese newspapers, you will sometimes meet with

official proclamations conferring on certain dead persons

divine titles or promoting the ranks of those who are

already in the number of the Shinto deities.

I have been showing thus far, how Shintoism is con-

nected with the mythology and at the same with the

personal dignity of the Emperor of Japan. Let me now
call attention to some of the technicalities of Shin-

toism. I have already mentioned that Shintoism com-
bines together the worship of nature and the deifica-

tion of ancestors and heroes. But it has no idols or

images for the objects of its worship ; its temples built of

pure plain wood and thatched with straw or the bark of

trees, are marked by complete simplicity. Within the
temples are placed a round mirror, the symbol of the

divine soul, and strips of white paper on a plain wooden
wand, the emblem of holiness and purity. Before every
temple, or rather at the entrance to its precincts, stands a
kind of gateway, consisting of two upright trunks of fir,

on the top of which rests horizontally another trunk with
ends slightly projecting, and under it a second and smaller
trunk. Sometimes both temples and the gateway are

hung, or in Japanese phraseology " adorned," with ropes

of twisted ricestraw. There are, however, many Shinto
temples splendidly lacqered, painted, and gilded ; in fact

nearly all the temples are more or less ornamented accord-

ing to the recent taste or style of architecture ; the gate-

ways too are beautifully ornamented, some of them being
constructed of enormous pieces of polished granite "or of
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cast bronze. But this sort of building or construction is

not in accordance with the pure Shinto architecture. Such
temples were mostly erected during the period when
Buddhism prevailed over Shintoism. The Shinto temples
which are in course of construction at present, avoid these

ornaments as much as possible, and follow closely the pure
original model of the holy temple which stands in the

province of Ise, the most sacred place of the Shinto
worship.

All Shinto priests receive their offices and ranks from the

Government, but only some of them get regular salaries
;

the others are wholly supported by the offerings and the

Temple revenues. Besides these priests, there are attached

to each temple a certain number of virgin priestesses, who
dance before the divine shrine on ceremonial occasions.

They are dressed in white when they officiate. The
priests wear the old fashioned court robes, which vary in

colour and shape according to their rank. Shintoism
abjures all forms of uncleauness, and is very par-

ticular as to bodily purification. The priest must bathe

before officiating, and bind a slip of paper over his mouth
when he brings offerings to the shrine. Every man must
wash his hands before he goes to worship, with the water
provided in a basin at every temple.

The worshipper, standing on the front of the temple,

rings the bell by pulling the rope which hangs down from
it, and claps his hands twice, he then bows his head and
knees, and prays in silence. This is the usual way of

worship, but if any one has some special petition to make,
he may ask the priest to offer it on his behalf and enter the

temple and attend the service. There are definite forms of

prayer corre*ponding to the definite occasions, on which
they shall be repeated ; in every one of them occurs a

certain expression, meaning, " 0 God, cleanse our un-

cleanness, and purify our impure hearts."

For a period of at least 1,000 years, preceding its com-
plete separation from Buddhism, Shintoism had nothing to

do with the dead ; the very idea of death implied pollution,

and the funeral ceremonies Avere entirely entrusted to the

hands of Buddhist priests. When a death occurred in a

family, its house shrines or any symbols of Shinto worship

were either put away or covered with white paper, and its
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members were not allowed to enter into the precinct of any
Shinto temple, or to pass through its gateway. Those who
were present at a funeral service had on their return to

cleanse themselves with salt before entering their own
houses. This is still the case with 99 per cent, of the

Japanese population, and only a very small minority of the

people who have embraced Shintoism as their only religion

since its separation from Buddhism, observe the Shinto

rites of death, no longer considering it as any pollution.

When a Shintoist dies, bis relatives or friends ask the

priest to come to his house, pray for his soul, and bury his

body. The coffin is covered with white cloth and carried

by men dressed in white ; a long flag, also white in colour,

bearing the name of the dead and his title, if he has any,

and a pair of evergreen trees hung with pieces of white
paper, form the necessary appendages of a funeral procession.

When the coffin is buried, the priest or priests offer a prayer,

and the relatives and friends of the dead proceed one after

another to the front of the grave, put on the table purposely

placed there a branch of evergreen hung with strips of

white paper, bow down, pray in silence and then disperse.

The name of the dead is written on a small wooden tablet,

and preserved in the house shrine, and this tablet is

worshipped, especially on the anniversary of his departure

from this world. If any of his relatives is in an official

position, he suspends his work for a definite number of days
after the sorrowful event.*

Let me now mention a few facts showing how firmly

Shintoism has taken root in the political and domestic life

of the people.

* It may be observed here that the usage of the mass of the
common Japanese, who belong without any consciousness of
inconsistency to two different religions at once, associates the
ideas of death and misfortunes past remedy, with Buddhism,
whose deities are supposed to bless the souls of the dead, and also

console the miseries of suffering hearts ; while the Shinto gods on
the contrary are always regarded as the promoters of life and
happiness, and the deliverers of men from unlucky situations.

Certainly it would appear very curious and even ridiculous to
those who are not Japanese, that one man can believe in two
different religions at once, bnt this will be very easily explained
when one takes into account that Shintoism, besides being a
religion, forms the real nucleus of the manners and customs of

the Japanese people.
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1. We have no native word conveying the idea of civil

government, without at the same time including the idea of

serving the gods ; to govern and worship being one and the

same word. The expression " The Japanese Emperor con-

ducts his government " is identical with " The Japanese

emperor worships his gods ;
" viz., he does the will of his

divine ancestors.

2. The Confucian principle of morality, as prevalent in

China, considers obedience to parents as the first and highest

duty of men, and the next, obedience to the sovereign.

But in Japan this is reversed, the duty to his Mikados, the

outward embodiment of the gods, is the first duty of a

Japanese. Consequently no Japanese—if I remember the

history of my native country rightly—has ever attempted

to upset the throne of his divine emperor, with three

exceptions, which, however, all failed. The Shoguns, whom
foreigners called the temporal rulers of Japan, were in name
none other than the commanders of the army, and often

lower in rank and title than some of the petty court nobles.

Otherwise they could not have continued in power. It was
chiefly through this particular reverence and loyal feeling to

the Mikado, on the side of our feudal chiefs, that about

12 years ago they gave up at once their territorial rights

and hereditary possessions to the imperial government.

Foreigners seem perplexed to explain this fact, but to

an honest Japanese who loves his native sovereign and

native land, it is a matter of easy understanding, at least it

was so at the time of the late revolution, when the loyal

and patriotic feeling of the people was aroused to its highest

pitch.

3. Buddhism has wrought a tremendous influence upon

the minds of common people, still it has never been strong

enough to replace completely the Shinto faith in the hearts

of those who have in practice adopted this foreign religion,

for every Japanese house has some signs at least, showing

that its inmates pay respect to a certain Shinto deity ; of

course with the exception of the houses belonging to the

Buddhist priests, and of Christian believers, who are, how-

ever, as yet very few in number.

4. Every village, town, or part of a town, has its com-

mon Shinto temple, which is dedicated to its patron deity,

and the pople living within this particular local allotment
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or parish are called the " children " of this particular local

deity. Every baby is taken to the temple when a certain

number of days have passed after its birth, and made one

of its children. The children observe in honour of their

patron deity at least two great holidays in a year, when
they all make very merry, and go together to the temple in

their best attire. But no Buddhist temple has any such

local parish attached to it.

5. The great national holidays in which the whole nation

almost without exception joins, are entirely of Shinto

origin, or take place by special decree of the Emperor.

6. Marriage is wholly a Shinto institution. Buddhist
priests are excluded from the wedding feast, as something
unlucky, and, therefore, unsuitable to the happy event.

Marriage is represented in Japanese mythology first by
that of the divine pair, the parents of the Sun goddess,

and then by that of their son—namely, the younger
brother of the goddess, with a maiden whom he saved

from the jaws of a horrible dragon ; he himself, whose
temple still stands in the province where he married and
lived, is the particular god who presides over the union of

two hearts that beat like one. So he is much worshipped
by the young people who are going to marry. Here I may
add a few words about the position of a Japanese woman,
which is, I think, a little too much underestimated by
Europeans. That degradation of the female sex which
prevails so especially among the Mohammedan nations,

and also in China, is really not so much the case

with the Japanese as is supposed by some foreigners. The
highest national deity of Japan, as you have already seen,

is a female, and we have also had many reigning empresses,

and may still have others when the male heirs to the throne

fail. Some of these empresses were very energetic, and
did great things for the national glory. On this account
some old Chinese scholars have called Japan the "land of

ladies."

The above six points will sufficiently show what a deep
hold Shintoism still has on the mind of the people. They
are, indeed, the very things which make Japan so different

from all other Oriental countries in regard to its national

characteristics. Buddhism and Confucianism have had to

abandon some of their most important doctrines and to
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undergo great modifications before they could be adopted

by the people of Japan, who would not entirely give up
their old Shinto ideas. True Christianity, on the other

hand, will not, of course, and cannot suffer itself to sacri-

fice even a particle of its truth, and consequently it will in

Japan come into full conflict with Shintoism. But if those

who profess to be Christians really do what God commands
them to do, and lead the people who are unfortunately still

so ignorant of the truth, not only by words and declara-

tions, but also by deeds and examples, I am quite sure

that no obstacles can ever long stand in the way of the

propagation of the holy light ; God will open the eyes of

those who so pitifully remain in the clouds of old supersti-

tions or in the mists of the new scepticism. I hope and believe

that God will not long leave Japan in her present state, but

that He will pour upon her more and more of blessing till

none of her 35 millions shall perish without witnessing the

glory of His only Son Christ. This has been my earnest

wish and constant prayer since I became a Christian.

Perhaps some of you might like to know how I

was led to Christ. I did not spring up from the depths

of heathenism to catch hold of the true light of Christ.

The slight idea that I had obtained of the heathen
religion, in my childhood, I gave up completely after I

began to study Western literature and philosophy, and I

got no belief in its place. So I remained a pure atheist
;

dark thoughts often crossed my mind. But God gave me an
opportunity to visit Europe, and I came to Germany with
a Buddhist priest of some note, just two years ago (Feb.,

1882), and I saw with open eyes the real state of

Christianity in some families and good friends with whom
I came into contact ; this observation led me more and
more to the conviction that Christ is the truth, and that

one stands in need of salvation ; but still I could not take

any decided step to become a member of the Church of

Christ. I attended the lectures on Christian ethics and
practical philosophy, and paid a deeper attention to the

truth. At this juncture a native friend of mine, who was
baptized here at Cambridge by the Rev. Mr. Moule, came to

Berlin. He led me further on in the faith, and Professor

Cassel, of Berlin, who gave my friend and me special



lessons in the Holy Scriptures, was the last helper in my
slow entrance into the kingdom of Christ. I pray that God
will hless my native country, and the Christian men
labouring there for the propagation of the truth, and that

He will send there more workers full of spirit and know-
ledge, so that superstition and infidelity may soon vanish

from the land of the rising sun, and all her inhabitants live

in the true light, of which God alone is the source.

IMMANUEL SHINSAKU KODERA.






